Introduction
One of the major interests of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) is their ability to handle distributed planning by coordinating agents' plans. Such a coordination requires both an adequate plan representation and an e cient interaction between agents. Based on information exchange (e.g. data, plans), the interaction allows agents to update their own plans by considering the exchanged information. Coordination generally produces two e ects: cancelling negative interactions (e.g. harmful actions) and taking advantage of helpful interactions (e.g. handling redundant actions). Agents organize their activities and update their plans in order to cooperate and avoid con icts. The main requirements of coordination can be summarized as follows:
-communication between agents, -recognition of potential interactions between plans, -negotiation between agents in the case of con ictual situations.
These aspects have already been studied in numerous papers. In coordination, the use of communication is a part of planning and action. It concerns the development of MAS where speech acts are often involved 15, 16, 3, 4, 9] . The second aspect comes from the study of interactions which have been of continuing interest in multi-agent planning 5, 8, 17, 11, 14, 7] . This mainly focuses on how planning agents can positively cooperate in distributed environments. The last aspect has been studied in 17, 6, 2] . The main criticisms to be made about most of the planning models proposed in Multi-Agent research are:
The formal cooperation models are theoretical. Although they can be used to prove cooperation theories mathematically and show how assumptions about their domains and characteristics a ect their capabilities, these models are often remote from practical systems and provide only a little help in designing MAS. The computing methods used to work out dependencies between agents (e.g. between actions, plans, etc.) are often static when they need to be dynamic. Even when they are dynamic, these methods often require a synchronous rhythm between execution and plani cation whereas the dependencies need to be handled asynchronously (i.e. we want to cover cases where one agent is building a plan while another is executing his own plan). The coordination process is generally centralized where it should be distributed and implies two agents where it should imply n agents. (i.e. not just two by two). This paper focuses on the situation where n agents carry out their already coordinated plans while a new agent produces a new plan which has to be coordinated with the existing ones. A coordinating algorithm is proposed, with solutions to the representation and management of plans in view of distributed planning. The main advantages o ered by the algorithm are as follows:
the algorithm is distributed on each agent, with the result that the coordination is really distributed (i.e. each agent contributes to the coordination process), during coordination, no agent is suspended (i.e. each agent pursues his plan without interruption), the existing agents do not regenerate their plans (i.e. an agent plans once and once only) since the proposed algorithm allows coordination through the enrichment of plans, the algorithm solves the negative and positive interactions, the algorithm ensures both concurrent planning and the tolerance of possible agent failure, an essential feature of this algorithm is that the coordination is performed without generating all the possible plan overlaps, thus avoiding a combinatorial explosion.
Section two introduces a conceptual framework for plan management based on a classical plani cation formalism. Section three shows how this framework is adapted to handle a speci c plani cation domain. Section four presents the coordination requirements, describes the speci c contribution of this e cient new algorithm which can handle negative and positive interactions by coordinating plans, and gives its proof. Section ve is a discussion of possible ways of improving and extending the algorithm.
Conceptual Framework for Plan Management
The model used here is made up of cognitive agents which represent the active components of the MAS and which evolve in the environment. The formalism is based on a classical representation often used in planning. Let us now de ne the framework for the plan management.
De nition of the environment
The positive or negative interactions depend on the environment, the representation of which includes the modeling of resources. 
De nition of actions
The resolution plan involves actions associated with tasks to be performed. These actions constitute the plan generated by the planner. An action is dened through three components: -the label or the name of the action,
-the pre-conditions (Pre), which represent a partial state by means of the set of conditions which are necessary (i.e. must be satis ed) to perform the action, -the post-conditions (Post), which are the set of conditions that will be satised after the action has been performed (add list and delete list in STRIPS representation, for instance). Note that these conditions are syntactic constructions expressing some constraints to be satis ed. This is similar to the STRIPS rule.
De nition3. Let Act = fa; b; c; g be the set of possible actions, and let a 2 Act, then: a ! Pre(a) where Pre(a) is a partial state a ! Post(a) where Post(a) is a partial state The execution of the action a, when the state is S, produces the new state S 0 such that: S a ! S 0 , Pre(a) S and S 0 = (S n Post(a)) Post(a):
De nition of plans
To reach a given goal, an agent uses a planner to elaborate a local plan. Such a plan organizes a collection of actions which can be performed sequentially or concurrently. Each agent is responsible for generating his local plans and maintaining their consistency. A correct plan execution often requires that actions be taken in some speci c partial order. Whatever the total order that extends the partial order obtained from the graph, the plan must remain feasible.
Notation: Let R be an ordering relation, we note R This de nition means that the post-condition which is obtained by the performance of action a is necessary for the performance of action b and that b cannot be sure of obtaining the proposition otherwise. In other words, the PostNec conditions are necessary for the future execution. In order to execute a plan, such post-conditions cannot be deleted. It is important to distinguish such propositions during the coordination process. Let us note that the PostNec set can be obtained automatically by a planner as described in 15] using algorithms such as POCL 12] 
Coordination Requirements
In order to introduce the coordination process, let us consider an MAS with n agents fg 1 ; g 2 ; : : :; g n g, to each of which is associated a plan: g i ! i : Let us also assume that the plans 1 ; 2 ; : : :; n?1 , (associated respectively with g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :; g n?1 ) are already coordinated and that the agent g n produces a new plan n . The problem to be solved here is to coordinate the plan n by enriching it without modifying the existing plans 1 ; 2 ; : : :; n?1 . Moreover, the coordination process must generate both a feasible plan for g n and a solution for possible positive and negative interactions.
The coordination algorithm involving n agents
The coordination algorithm (COA) involves all the agents during the two phases: the rst one is a general coordination preparation, the results of which are applied dynamically in the second phase. Phase 1. 1. g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :; g n?1 perform respectively the plans 1 ; 2 ; : : :; n?1 which are already coordinated. The agent g n produces a new plan.
2. g n sends his plan n to the existing agents.
3. Each agent g k (1 k n?1) receives n and tries to coordinate it with his own plan k . 4. g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :; g n?1 return to g n the coordination results in the form of arcs representing the possible synchronization between the two plans.
The last two points represent the local coordination for each agent. Let us assume that the agent g i (1 i n ? 1) handles his own plan i , and n received from g n . To begin with, the agent g i synchronizes i and n by creating an arc between each pair of actions in End i Init n . Each arc(a i j ; a n k ) has an action a j in End i as a source and an action a k in Init n as a target (see Situation 1 in Figure. 1 ). Note that the action index represents the action index in the plan while the action exponent represents the plan index in the system. Then the agent g i starts from the synchronization arcs and tries to move up through the arcs in order to constitute the set of possible interactions as follows. While there exists a synchronization arc which veri es the condition Arc = farc(a i j ; a n k ) such that: -1 i n ? 1 and 1 j j A i j and 1 k j A n j; -Post(a i j ) \ PostNec(a n k ) = ;, -Pre(a i j ) \ Post(a n k ) = ;g. move up through the arcs (see Situation 2 in Figure. 1) such that: Suc(a j ) = Suc(a k ) and the Pred(a k ) = Pred(a j ) where:
Pred(a) = fb 2 A i such that bR i ag Suc(a) = fc 2 A n such that aR i cg Phase 2. The agent g n starts performing his plan n by taking into account the synchronization arcs (i.e. arc(a i j ; a n k )). The coordinated plan 0 n is: 0 n = n arc(a i j ; a n k ) where (1 i n ? 1)(1 j j A i j) and (1 k j A n j) When the action a i j is performed the agent g i sends synchronization messages to g n indicating that the arcs (a i j ; a n k ) are valid. Consequently, an action a n k depending on arcs (a i j ; a n k ) will be executed by g n only if all the corresponding messages are received. Note that if all the PostNec(a n k ) of an action have already been generated by the existing agents, the agent g n does not execute a n k . In the following, we will note Q i;j the set of the synchronisation arcs which are created from the plan i to the plan j such that: Q i;j = arc(a i k ; a j l ) where 1 i; j n; 1 k j A i j; and 1 l j A j j
Let us now prove that global performance remains possible. In other words, we must prove that the union of all the plans and the new arcs Q i;j is a feasible plan.
Theorem 8. The union of the plans (i.e. existing ones and the new plan) and the new sets of Q i;j generated by the algorithm COA:
is a feasible plan.
Proof of the coordination algorithm
Notation: Let (1) ; ; (n) be the coordinated plans of the agents f1g, f1; 2g; : : :, f1; : : :; ng. We prove by recurrence that the plan (n) is feasible. First, we introduce new notations: -fi;jg = i j Q i;j if i < j -fi;ig = i
Our recurrence hypothesis for a plan satis es the recurrence hypothesis and let us prove that (n) also satis es it. We can note a series of plans (n) (1) ; ; (n) (s) where:
(n) (1) is the plan which is obtained from (n? 1) by adding n and the initial synchronization arcs Q i;n as follows:
is the plan obtained from We conclude then that (n) (1) satis es the recurrence hypothesis. All that remains to be down is to prove that if 5 Discussion and conclusion
Di erent research has been done in the area of distributed planning and, in particular, incremental planning. Some of the approaches are similar to the one presented in this paper and include the following. The approach suggested by V. Martial 11] o ers a number of advantages in that the model is a theoretical one which handles both positive and negative interactions. It is however limited by the fact that only two agents (point to point) can be coordinated at a time whereas it would be more useful to be able to coordinate n agents, thus providing a really distributed coordination. The approach put forward by R. Alami 10] is based on the paradigm of plan merging. Although it is robust and handles n agents at a time, it is centralized by the new agent. Moreover, the existing agents are suspended during the process and the new plan is generated in function of existing ones. This is incompatible with the idea of an autonomous agent who can produce his own plan to be coordinated later. Other research focuses on distributed planning 2] but is based rather on organizational structures 18].
The approach described in this paper provides a formal framework to deal with coordinating plans in the area of distributed planning. Both plans and the environment components are de ned exactly. A distributed algorithmis proposed to coordinate plans; it is based on the enrichment of plans without modifying existing ones. In this approach the planning and communication aspects are merged, which o ers a number of advantages.
-It is a distributed algorithm. -It coordinates n agents at once.
-It can cancel negative interactions (through the synchronization arcs) and take advantage of positive ones (an action is not executed systematically). In addition, if the di erent inter-dependencies between agents are speci ed in advance (predicated) they are only taken into account gradually during execution, thus o ering great exibility and allowing for agent failures. -No replanning is necessary. -The approach is generic, independent of the application domain and can be applied to a large range of applications. -The formalism used is simple and easy to understand. -The PostNec type conditions can be generated by any classical planner. -The conditions resulting from the planner may cover di erent sorts of constraints: resource sharing, presence or absence of events, etc. The distinctions have not been drawn here since all the conditions are represented in the predicates where domains of variables can be extended or reduced depending on the domain in question.
